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Within the ladder approximation, the general form of the quark-antiquark interaction kernel,
consistent with chiral symmetry, is investigated through the combined use of Ward identities for the
axial and vector currents. In the charm and bottom sectors we show that chiral symmetry still plays
an important role, through the functional form of the quark-antiquark forces. To maintain the chiral
symmetry the scalar, pseudoscalar and tensor terms of the local interaction kernel must appear in
a combination consistent with the equation 1C., = K~, = —3Kg. Within the validity domam of the
ladder approximation, this result is independent of the quark current masses. While the vector
and axial parts, K,., and Ka, are not constrained by chiral symmetry, they are needed in order to
implement spontaneous chiral-symmetry breaking, since the above terms alone would not do. In
addition to the usual spin-spin, spin-orbit and tensor interactions, the existence of a Lorentz-tensor
term in the kernel gives rise to a second tensor force which does not appear in previous studies of
mesonic spectroscopy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the non-perturbative nature of strong interactions, inscribed in the non-abelian nature of QCD, the forces
among quarks and antiquarks inside hadrons have not yet been derived from basic principies. Tu spite of this difficuity
a iot can still be learned—and in fact has been iearned—about bound systems of quarks, through the study of quark
phenomenological modeis inspired in QCD.

Quark potential modeis postuiate that the giuonic degrees of freedom have aiready been integrated out ieaving
behind, at least, an effective four-fermi microscopic interaction. The dynamics of fermions, subject to such an effective
potential is then thoroughiy studied, inciuding the non-perturbative effects arising from fermion condensation. Then,
educated guesses for the quark interactions can be used to see whether we can expiam the enormous quantity of
hadronic experimental data in terms of the sarne small set of interaction parameters. One of the basic tenets of such
guess lies in the Chiral symmetry of strong interactions.

Tu the case of heavy mesons, even a simpie non-relativistic constituent modei gives good results for the observed
masses. Tn the case of lighter mesons, chiral modeis successfuiiy incorporate the results of current aigebras and expiam
a large amount of phenomena related to spontaneous breaking of chirai symmetry [1]. Therefore, a general model of
hadronic physics should incorporate—in a natural way—the results both of the quark and chiral modeis [2]. As in
Q CD, the interaction among quarks and antiquarks must respect chiral symmetry which is exact except for the presence
of quark current mass terms. Furthermore, chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken to accommodate—in the
limit of zero quark masses—for the Nambu-Goldstone pion [3].

A general and elegant approach for mesons consists in solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation for bound states of quark
antiquark [4]. Then the chiral invariance of the microscopic interaction implies the invariance of the Bethe-Salpeter
kernel used to describe mesons. The invariance of the kernei can be studied by making use of the Ward identities for
the axial and vector currents [5]. Together with the Bethe-Salpeter equations for the corresponding vertex functions,
one obtains a gap equation [2,6] and some constraints for the Lorentz structure of the Bethe-Saipeter kernel [7]. At
this stage we chose to work in the ladder approximation and, in this approximation, we obtain the constraints on the
q — 4 interaction which satisfies these requirements.

Therefore our present study will be concerned with the consequences of this interaction in the spectrum of heavy
mesons, where this approximation should work weil. In the charm and bottom sectors the explicit breaking of the
chiral symmetry due to the large quark mass term, overcomes the effect of the chiral coudensate on quarks; namely,
the constituent masses are very dose to the current masses. However, as we will show in this paper, the constraints
imposed by chiral symmetry on the nature of the q~ interaction do not depend on the current quark rnasses despite
that non-zero current quark masses are used in the Ward identities.

It has been argued in the literature that the dominant part of the quark-antiquark confining kernei must be either
a Lorentz-vector or -scalar [8]. A purely vector kernel does not reproduce the experimentally obtained spin-orbit
splitting of the 3Pj quarkonium triplet, which is one of the reasons why scalar confinement has been introduced [9].
However, since a purely scalar kernel is not consistent with chiral symmetry, it will be necessary to inciude also
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pseudoscalar and tensor terms. Furthermore, either a vector or an axial-vector or eventually a combination of both
terms are also needed in order to obtain a gap equation and a mechanism to support spontaneous chiral-symmetry
breaking. We consider only the vector term, which seems sufficient to describe the spectrum of heavy mesons.

The paper is divided into six sections and two appendices. We first review briefly the derivation of the gap equation
from the Ward identities in Sec. II, extending this study to a general Lorentz structure for the Bethe-Salpeter kernel.
Section III contains the derivation of the Salpeter equation for an instantaneous kernel, in a form which makes it easy
to relate the bound-state amplitudes to the quantum numbers of the meson. The interaction kernel obtained in the
bound state equations of Sec. III is expressed in terms of angular momentum and spin, for the case of a harmonic
osciliator potentiais, in Sec. IV. The resulting Salpeter equation for the various mesons is given in Sec. V and then
solved numerically in Sec. VI. The last Section contains conclusions. Finally, the two appendices give some more
details of the calculation leading to the results of Secs. IV and V.

II. WARD IDENTITIES AND TRE GAP EQUATION.

In this section we derive the BCS gap equation [2,6] for a kernel with a general 5pm structure, following the
Ward-identities approach of Adler and Davis [5].

Let K(p, p’, q) be the Bethe-Salpeter kernel for a system of a quark and an antiquark, where p and p’ are the
incoming momenta and q is the transferred momentum. We will use the ladder approximation, namely that the
kernel K depends only on q

R(p,p’, q) = K(q)f~ ® í~, (1)

where í~ is a four by four matrix and K(q) a function.
The vertex functions, F~, I~ and t’~ associated with the vector and axial currents must satisfy a set of Bethe-Salpeter

equations [10]

I’~(p,p’) = y~ + if (~44K(q)í~S(p’ + q)F,~(p’ + q,p + q)S(p + q)f~,

F~(p,p’) = ‘y~~’y5 +if (24K(q)~S(p’ +q)r~(p’ + q,p+q)S(p+q)f~,

F5(p,p’) = ~ +if (~4~4K(q)f~S(p+q)F~(p’ +q,p+q)S(p’ + q)f2; (2)

here the matrix S is the complete quark propagator. The vector Ward identities are

i(p—p’)~F,1(p’,p) = S’(p’) — S’(p),
i(p — p’)’l~(p’,p) + i2mF5(p’,p) = 75S’(p) + S1(p’)75 . (3)

Throughout this paper we used the ladder approximation. Consistent with this approximation we discard quark
annihilation graphs so that at this stage we do not consider the effects of anomalies in our effective potential model
[5]. We now substitute the quark propagator for the self-energy ~J using the relation

iS1(p) =ó—m—~D(p); (4)

if the vertex functions are eliminated from the Ward identities —for which purpose it is crucial that we have local
potentials— using the Bethe-Salpeter equations (2) we obtain

—i K(p’ — p)~1(~f — m —

if ~2~4K(p —p)~~s(~f — m — ~(p’))1~ (5)

if (2)4 K(p’ — p)í~(~’ — m —

The consistency of these equations constrains the kernel matrix ft Let us use the following general form for the
self-energy and the kernel matrix

(6)

~ (7)
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where the index (i = s, p, v, a, t) in the functions K~ stands for scaiar, pseudoscalar, vector, axial-vector and tensor
respectively, and they are ali functions of the four-momentum q.

We will work with an instantaneous potential, which implies that K(q) is a function of q and not of q~; and the
self-energy (6) then has the form (from now on p will stand for the magnitude of the vector p and j will denote the
unit vector paraliel to p)

E(p) = E(p) [cosç5(p) + sin ~b(p) (~p .7)] — m — p ~ (8)

where ~ and E are two arbitrary functions of p. Equation (5) then leads to a set of integral equations for qS and E

E(p)cos~(p) = m — 2fd3p1 [K~(p — p’) +Ka(p —p’)]cos~(p’), (9)

E(p) sinç5(p) = p — f d3p’(p~ . ~‘) [K,,(p — p’) — Ka(p — p’)] sin~(p’) . (lo)

f d3p’[K8(p_p’)+K~(p_p’)+6K~(p_p’)]cosq~(p’) =0, (11)

f d3p’ [K8(p — p’) — K~(p — p’)] (~ p~’) sin~(p’) 0. (12)

The first two integral equations give the solutions for the chiral angle ~ and quark energy E, for given vector and
axial-vector kernels. If these two kernels are zero, we get the free Dirac field case ~ = tan’ (p/m) and E = ~/p2 + m2.
Non-trivial solutions for various potentiais have been given in the literature [2], and have the general behavior of a
~ angle increasing from zero at p = 0 and approaching ir/2 at infinity. Now, the third and fourth integral equations
should be valid for any vaiue of p; the fact that our kernels depend only on p — p’ together with the functionai shape
of ~, which gives different weights to different values of the integrating variable p’, forces us to conclude that the
integrands in these two equations must vanish, leading to

K8(q) = K~(q) = —3Kt(q). (13)

It is important to notice that these constraints are valid oniy for local potentials [11] and independent of current
quark masses. The vector and axial-vector kernels are not constrained.

With these conditions, the general form of an instantaneous kernel consistent with chiral symmetry is then

k = K~(q)7~ ®7~ + Ka(q)7~7s ®7~7~ + K~(q) (i +75 ®75 — ~iL~/ ®~~v)~ (14)

The function E can be easiiy eliminated from equations (9) and (10), leading to the so caiied gap equation for ~ in
terms of the kernels K,, and Ka

m sin ~(p) — f d3p’ sin «p) cos ~(p’) [2Kv (q) + 2K0(q)]

= pcos «p) - f d3p’ cos «~) sin ~(p’)(~ p~’) [K~(q) - Ka(q)]. (15)

this equation has also been derived in the context of effective quark Hamiltonians with a vector interaction [2]. As
we said above, if both the vector and axial kernels are zero, the solution of the gap equation gives ~ = tan’ (p/m),
which coincides with the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation, E becomes the relativistic energy of a particle of mass m
and the quark propagator S equals the Dirac propagator for a free quark. The introduction of a vector or axial kernel
gives a “dressed” quark propagator and a quark energy different from (p2 — m2 ) 1/2• In this case the vacuum is also
different from the vacuum of noninteracting quarks and the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken. The function
ç5 is cailed chiral angle.

Once the gap equation is solved, the chiral angle completely defines the quark energy E, and the quark propagator
and self-energy. Projection operators and a one-body Hamiltonian can be constructed as

A~(p) E 2E(p) [E~p) ± H(p)];

H(p) E E(p) [cos «P)7o + sin «~) (~ . a)]. (16)

the quark spinors are then

Us(p) = [cos (~/2) — sin (~/2) ~ ~] u~,
Vs(p) = [cos(~/2) —sin(~/2)~.7]v~ , (17)

where the vectors u~ and v80 are eigenvectors of 7o with eigenvalues +1 and -1. Tf the vector and axial kernels are
zero, the expressions above take the familiar form of the Dirac theory without interaction.
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III. THE SALPETER EQUATION

In the previous section we saw how the quark dynamical functions can ali be obtained as functions of the chiral
angle which, in turn, is a solution of the gap equation. The existence and specific form of the solution to the gap
equation depend on the interaction kernel K. A precise derivation of the kernel from QCD is not possible at present,
due to the non-abelian nature of the theory at the energy domam of hadronic physics. Lattice gauge calculations
and phenomenologicai studies of hadron properties have shed some light into the determination of K. It is generally
believed that it has a one-giuon-exchange short-range part plus a long-range confining term.

The interaction kernel K, Eq. (14), can be related to the mesonic mass spectrum via the Salpeter equation.
Consider the Bethe-Saipeter equation for the bound state amplitude ~(P, p) of a quark of mass m1 and an antiquark
of mass m2

[~i - mi- Ei(pi)]x(P,p)[~2 + m2 + ~D2(-p2)] = if (2)4K(~)≤~X(P~P - q)f~,

(18)

where P = Pi + P2 and p = (m2pi — m1p2)/(mi + m2) are the total and relative momenta, and q = p — p’. The
indices 1 and 2 label the quark and the antiquark respectively. The integral over qo can be easily done, leading to the
Salpeter equations

(E1 +E2 — M)~~ = —At (~)f :1;3 K(q)7o≤~ [x~ (p’) + ~(p’)] í~’yoA~ (—p),

(Ei+E2+M)~~ = _A~(P)f (2)3K(q)7oí~ {x~(p’) +x~(p’)J f2-yoA~(—p),

x~(~) = x~(~) = 0, (19)

which have been given in the zero-momentum frame (P = 0), where the meson mass is M = P0. The amplitudes
x~(~) have been defined as

E A~(p) [f dPox(p)] A~(—p). (20)

It is easier to understand the physicai meaning of the terms involved in the Saipeter equation, if we work with two
by two matrices whose indices are the spin indices of the quarks, rather than with the four by four matrices ~ Iii
order to do so, we define

E u~(p)x~(p)v2(—p),

~p) E v~(p)X~(p)u2(—p). (21)

In terms of these amplitudes, the Salpeter equations reduce to the foiiowing system

(E1 + E2 ~ M)~ + f d3p’ [í;~±±(~, pI)~±(pl) —~ p~b~(p’)] = 0. (22)

The potentiais ~ and V~ are operators in spin and momenta and have been defined as

E (2ir)3K(p — p’) [~i(p)f~u~(p’)] ®
~~p,p’) E (2ir)3K(p — p’) ~Yi(p)f~v1(p’)] 0 ~íi2(p’)í~u2(p)]T, (23)
V~(p,p’) E (2ir)3K(p —p’) [~1(p)~vi(p’)] Ø[~2(pI)f~v2(p)]T,

— , — TV (p,p) E (2ii-) K(p — p ) [v1(p)f~u1(p )] 0 ~v~(p )í~u2(p)]

The expressions inside the square brackets are two by two matrices corresponding to the two spinvalues of the quark
and antiquark; the superscript T stands for matrix transposition. The definition of the potential V coincides with
that obtained from the transition matrix T1~ for quark-antiquark scattering [12,13]. Notice that we do not obtain
factors of~ due to the normalization that we use for the spinors.

Tf the positive-energy solution ~ is dominant over the negative-energy solution ~b, the Saipeter equation takes
the form of a Schrõdinger equation

[(E1 + E2)~(p) + f d3p’ ~(p,p’) ~(~‘)] = M~(p), (24).

where we have dropped the superscripts. The contraction of the kernei matrices f~ with the spinors gives several
terms; if only the iowest powers of p are kept, one obtains the so-caiied generaiized Breit Hamiltonian [8]. In the case
of quarkonium when both the quark and the antiquark have the sarne large current mass, and the positive-energy
channel is certainly dorninant over the negative-energy one which can be discarded for ali purposes.
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IV. SPIN DEPENDENCE OF THE SALPETER INTERACTION KERNEL

The potential f~ introduced in the Iast section have several terms such as spin-spin, spin-orbit and tensor, whose
functional form depend upon the interaction kernel K. Iii this paper we restrict our treatment to a quadratic confining
potential, which turns the integral Salpeter equations into ordinary differential equations in mornentum space. The
functions K~ in the kernel K then have the form

K(q) = _~(21r)3K~V2õ(q). (25)

Introducing this expression into Eq. (14), without an axial-vector terrn, we have

k(q) = _4~)3 [K~YÍL ®‘y~ +K~ (i +75 ®75 — 7~~v V26(q), (26)

where K~ and K~ are two pararneters with units of energy, which at this point are arbitrary.
This kernel together with the spinors defined in Eq. (17) can be introduced into Eq.(23) leading to several terms

depending on the chiral angle. The details are given in Appendix A and the potential obtained is

I~,1~’) = ~53(p — ~I) {±~ [p2 (fsi + fsscri O~ + fTS~i2) ~]
[fsi + fsscri cr~] + Vsi + Vsscri cr~ + VSL(crl + cr2) L (27)

+V~L(cri — cr2) . L + VTS~i2 — -~fT~i2}~

where o~ and cr2 are the Pauli matrices acting on spin indices of the quark and antiquark respectively. The operator
L is the angular mornentum, while S12 and T12 are two tensor operators defined as

E (cri . ~)(cr2 . ~) — ~(o1 . cr2), (28)

ry~ — iri ~1 \ 1 \I
‘12 = ~ 1~O•1 PJ~O~ ~ + ~cr2 P)j~cri .

(29)
—~(cri . cr~)(p . Vi,) — si2 (p . v~, + ~L2).

The tensor S12 gives rise to the usual tensor force which has been extensively studied. The second tensor, T12, has
not appeared in earlier studies and arises here due to the tensor term ~ 0 &~ included in the Bethe-Salpeter
kernel in order to satisfy chiral syrnrnetry; it is a hermitian tensor operator. The anomalous spin-orbit terrn, (cri —

L, survives only if the current masses of quark and antiquark are different and it mixes states of different charge
conjugation number.

The various terrns of the interaction: spin independent (fsi and Vai), spin-spin (fss and Vss), spin-orbit (VSL),
anomalous spin-orbit (ViL) and tensor (fT and VT), are all dependent on the chiral angles 4i (p), Ç~2 (p), and thus
influenced by the chiral condensate. If the quark and the antiquark have the sarne flavor (quarkonium) then q~i (p) =

~2 (p) and the functions f and V—see Appendix A—sirnplify considerably. Furtherrnore, if the quark and antiquark
are heavy—m large enough with respect to the potential parameters K~ and K~—a good approximation to the chiral
angle is given by

ç5(p) ~ tan’ (e.). (30)

This approxirnation gives the sarne value of çS(p) that would be obtained if there were no spontaneous chiral
symmetry breaking. However, the functions f and V have already acquired a functional forrn determined by the
specific form of the interaction kernel consistent with chiral syrnrnetry. As a result, in charrnoniurn and heavier
quarkonia chiral syrnrnetry does not rnanifest itself directly through the chiral angle, but through the spin and
angular-rnornenturn dependence of the interaction.

With the above approxirnation for ~ and keeping only terrns up to order p2, the functions f aiid V of Appendix A
take a sirnple forrn

— ~(l73 — ~. 4(~73 j v3\( / \2JSI — 3I~ x~ 3~ v ‘

fss = —~K~ (1 + ~(p/m)2),
— 8rz3( 1 \2

JT — ~I1~iJJ/m)
VSL = 2K~/m2, (31)
V~i = -~(K~/m2),
Vss =

VT =V~L=O.
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These are the sarne expressions that are obtained from the Breit-Fermi Hamiltonian [8,13], with a quadratic potential
and with a Lorentz structure as given by the chiral symmetry. Notice the vanishing of the tensor term VT, which is
a peculiarity of the quadratic potential.

V. BOUND STATE EQUATIONS FOR QUARKONIUM

Now that we know the functional form of the potential, we can write down the bound-state equation for mesons.
With Eq. (27), the Hamiltonian becomes

lôr2i
H=—-j—Ip (fsl+fssol.02+fTS12J—

PUPL \ /073

[fsi + fss~i ~21 + Vsi + Vss~i ~ + VSL(~1 + u2) . L (32)

+V~L(~1 — ~2) L + VT~12 — -~fT~12 + 2E(p).

Written in this form, each term in H is explicitly hermitian. This is the well-known constituent quark model
Hamiltonian. What is new here is that chiral symmetry has determined the functional forrn of the interaction terms.
In particular, the introduction of a scalar plus vector kernel, as favored by phenomenological studies of quarkonium,
led to the need for pseudoscalar and tensor terms to maintain the chiral symmetry; the introduction of a tensor term
in the kernel gave rise to the tensor interaction fTT12/p2 which had not appeared in earlier studies of quarkonium.

The quark energy E(p) also displays the effect of chiral-symmetry breaking through its dependence on the chiral
angle ~. Replacing Eq. (30) into Eq. (9) and expanding in powers of p, we have

E(p) = m [1 — 8 (~) 3] + ~- [i + ~ (~) ~] +... (33)

In addition to the usual terms, we also have chiral contributions of order zero and two. For Charmonium and
Bottomoniurn they are very small.

With the series expansion for E(p) given above and the functions f and V obtained in the previous section, the
functional form of the Hamiltonian H is determined in terms of two parameters K~ and K~. The angular part of the
wave function ~ is given by a spherical harmonic of angular momentum L, which couples to a spherical harmonic of
5pm S, to give a total angular momentum J. The equations obtained for the radial part of the wave function are

1 d f 2 4 d~JLS 4ch/J,2J_L,s1 ÍL(L+1)
— — i (As p + BJL p ) + CJL p 1 + 1 2 A~ (34)

pdp~ dp dp .i L i’

+Dp2 + EJLS] ?,bJLS + (J — 1)(J + 2)CJL ?,bJ,2J_L,S (MJLS — 2m)~bJLS,

where the eigenvalue MJLS is the meson mass, and m is the current-quark mass. The constants As, BJL, CJL, D
and EJLS are given in Appendix B. For a given positive value of J, the 5pm S can only take values of O or 1. Tu the
case S = O we have L = J, the constant ~ vanishes and there is only one differential equation for ~jjo• While for
S = 1 the orbital angular momentum takes two values L = J ± 1 and there are two coupled equations for the two
components of the wave function: ~ and~ The case J = O gives rise to two equations without coupling:
one for the ,~ meson (~‘ooo)~ and the other for the Xo meson (~oi~).

VI. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE BOUND STATE EQUATIONS
AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The bound state equations of quarkonium derived in the previous section have been solved numerically using the
method of relaxation. The procedure we have used is the following: For charmonium we first choose arbitrary values
of the potential-strength K~ and the quark mass m, given as ratios to the vector potential-strength Kv. We then
find the complete mass spectrum by solving the Salpeter equations for the various combinations of quantum numbers
with J up to 2. We obtain the value of Kv that minimizes the errors of the known meson masses. The procedure is
then repeated for different values of m and K~ and we look for a set of values that gives the best results.

In the case of bottomonium, the potential-strengths K~ and K~ are already given by the charmonium results, and
one is left to adjust the mass mb to attempt a good agreement with the experimental values. Tu tables 1 and II
we present the results of our study. The set of parameters which gave the best results as explained above, was the
following:
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m~ = 1330MeV,
mb = 4730MeV, 35

= 281.7MeV, (
K~ = —136.0MeV.

Overail, the results of tables 1 and II are quite reasonable and constitute already a substantial improvement over
previous results obtained within this model [15], despite the fact we have not yet included the vectorial Coulomb
force. But rather than attempting here a detailed phenomenological description of the data, what we wanted was
to iliustrate some new striking —and strong—effects of chiral symmetry which remam operational even in the heavy
quark sector.

We have shown that if we want to respect Chiral symmetry then, whenever we add a scalar component to the
q — ~ kernel, an extra special combination of a tensorial plus a pseudo-scalar potential must also be introduced. It
turns out that together with the vectorial confining force, the inclusion, in our q — ~ kernel, of such a combination
improves substantially the overail results, both for charmonium and bottomonium, over those obtained with a pure
Lorentz-vector confining force [15].

A complete study which should include not only the confining force but also the Coulomb force is postponed for
a future paper. The introduction of a potential going like 1/r would transform our already complicated, but still
manageable differential Salpeter equations, into integral equations thereby loosing the mathematical simplicity of the
model. The same could be said for a linearly rising potential.

That we are going to need a Coulomb force is immediately seen by the analysis of the mass splittings of the 3Pj
triplet,

R = M(2~) — M(1++) 36
— M(1++) — M(O++)~ (

We get R ~ 2.5 (instead of the experimental values of 0.48 and 0.66 for charmonium and bottomonium respectively)
which is an indication that we need Coulomb forces.

The interplay of a scalar confining potential and the Coulomb vectorial potential can be used to reproduce the
experimental values of R. With only the scalar term, R takes a value of 2; but the addition of the Coulomb term
brings R down to a value lower than 0.8 [8,9]. In our case, because we also have a scalar term, we expect a similar
thing to happen. The difference is that a pure scalar confining potential does not respect chiral symmetry and will
prove inadequate for light mesons whereas our q — ~ kernel satisfies this symmetry and therefore supports the pion as
a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson.

The spatial dependence of the potential such as given in Eq.(14) must also reflect the effect of coupled channels to
the mesonic masses. It is known [16] that coupled channels contribute in a sizable way to the masses of mesons, the
effect being larger for the ground state. Once integrated out, the effect of these coupled channels can be simulated
by an “effective-optical” potential less steeper than the microscopic potential we started with. However, an explicit
and self consistent calculation of the coupled channels contribution for charmonium and bottomonium is also beyond
the scope of this work.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied, in the ladder approximation, the consequences of chiral symmetry in the functional form of the
mesonic Bethe-Salpeter kernel. As a result, if the q — ~ kernel has a scalar part, it must also have —in order to
maintain chiral symmetry up to current-quark-mass breaking terms— a pseudoscalar and tensor parts in a special
combination. This constraint on the possible combinations of scalar, pseudoscalar and tensorial forces is valid for
any local potential and does not depend on the current quark masses; it leads to a specific spin dependence of the
interactions. In particular, the introduction of a tensor kernel leads to a second tensor force which has not appeared
in earlier studies.

Although affecting in general the hadronic spectra, the chiral constraint on the interaction kernel decouples from
the mass gap equation and thence will not affect the pion. Another consequence is that we still need a vectorial
confining term (with or without an axial-vector partner) to induce spontaneous chiral-symmetry breaking which is a
prerequisite to address the phenomenology of the light meson sector. Together with a Lorentz-vectorial confining force
we have tested the chirally-invariant combination of scalar, pseudoscalar and tensorial forces both in the charmonium
and bottomonium sectors. Overall, the results are good and greatly improved over those using a purely vectorial
confining force. However the R-analysis of the 3P~ points out the need to introduce Coulomb forces to explain these
splittings.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we will derive the expression for the potential ~ given in Eq. (27). We can rewrite the kernel (26)
in a form which will be more convenient for our calculations
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k(q) — _4~)3 [K~(7o ®7o — 7j ø7~)

+K~ (1+75 ®y~ — ~a~Øa~— ~E~®E~)] V26(q). (Ai)

Next, we notice that the spinors v in the potential ~ can be replaced by u-spinors using the relation

[~(ps)rv(p)JT = ±iZ(p)Fu(p’), (A2)

where the plus sign holds for F = ‘Yo, 7~ or E~, and the minus sigu for F = 1, ~ or a7. With this relation and using
equations (23) and (25), the potential becomes

= _~ {i~ [fQy~) + f(~y)] + K~ [f(75) — f(1) + — ~} V2~5(q),

(A3)

where the function f has been defined as

f(F, p, q) E ~i(p)F~ui(p — q)~2(p)F~u2(p — q). (A4)

Each of the terms in the potential leads to an integral in the Salpeter equation, which can be evaluated in following
way

f d3qV2õ(q)f(F,p,q)~(p — q) = 2[H1(r)F2(r) +F1(F)H2ÇP)] .

F1(F)F2(r)v2~b + {F1(flG2(r) + G1(P)F2(r) + 2H1(F) . H~(F)j ~b. (A5)

The functions F, G and H above stand for

F~(F,p) E ii~(p)Fu~(p),

G.(F,p) E ~i~(p)rV2u~(p),
H(F, p) E ~ii(p)FVu~(p); (A6)

they can be evaluated using the definition of the spinors u, in terms of the chiral angle, as given in Sec. III. The
results are shown in tables III through V. With the help of these tables, and using Eq. (A5), the potential can be
written in the form given in Eq. (27), where the various functions have the following functional form (the symbols c,
d, s and t are defined in table W)

fsi = —~K~c1c2 + ~K~(1 + sis2),

—
JSS — ~

fT ~K~(1—cic2+sis2),

Vsj = —~K~ [2t~cic2 + 2t1t2(~ — sis2) + 2d1s1c2
+~(7cic2 — 8c1 + s1s2 + 1)p2J — iKV~ [—2t~(sis2 + 1)
+2tit2cic2 + 2dicis2 + (2c1 — s1s2 — 2)p2] + (1 +-* 2),

V~L = — (~K~ + ~K~) c1p~2 — (1 +-* 2), (A7)

VSL = ~K~p2(4ci — 8182 — 3c1c2 — 1) + ~K~p2(1 — e1 + sis2) + (1 ~-* 2),

Vss = —~%K~ [2t~(cic2 + 28182 + 2) — 2t1t2(2c1c2 + 8182 —3)
+(2d1 — 4d2)sic2 + (3c1c2 — 8e1 + 5s1s2 + 5)p2j
+~K~ [4t1t2 + (cic2 — 2c1 + 2s1s2 + 1)p2] + (1 ~-÷ 2),

VT = —~K~ [2t~(cie2 — s1s2 — 1) + 2t1t2(cic2 — 8182 + 3) + 2(d1 + d2)cis2
+4(ci — 8182 — i)p2] — ~KV3 [4t1t2 + (cic2 — 2c1 — s1s2 + 1)p2]

+-* 2).
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APPENDIX B

We will derive here the differential equation (34). When the spherical tensors in the Hamiltonian (32) act 011

the radial functions 14’JLS, the result is a superposition of functions ?~‘J’L’SI which can be calculated with standard
techniques of spherical-tensor algebra. For the spin-spin, spin-orbit and tensor terms we have

= (4S — 3)~bJLS,

(01 + 02) L?,I’JLS = [J(J + 1) — L(L + 1) — 2S] ~JLS,

S(L—J—~5J,L)[J(J+1)—L(L+l)—2S]
S12~bJLs = 3(2J+ 1 26J,LJ) ~bJLS

2(1 — ÕJ,L)\/J(J + 1)
+ 2J + 1 ~ (Bi)

To calculate the result for the tensor T12 we first write it in the form

— fâ Z~\T12 = pT2(o~i, 02) . T2(~, V) — Si2 + T)’ (B2)

where T2 stands for the second-rank tensor obtained from coupling its two arguments [17]. Making use of the so-called
gradient formula, one can calculate the reduced matrix element of the tensor T2 (~, V)

(L_T2(~,V) II L’) =

(2L+1) { ~ }~ 1) - ÕL,L’(L + 1)] (~ _~)

+~(2L + 1) { 1 1 L’ ~ } [6L,LI_2~L’(L’ — 1) — ÕL,L’L] (~ + ~ ). (B3)

For the reduced matrix elements of T2 (Ui, cr2) we have

(S T2(~1,~2) II 5’) = ~S,S’õS,l~,/~. (B4)

With these last two results and using the tables for the 6j symbols [17], we obtain

S(L — J — ÔJ,L) [J(J + 1) — L(L + 1) — 2S] [3 — L(L + 1)] /
Ti2~JLs = 6(2J + 1 — 26J,LJ)

(SJ,L — 1)(J— 1)(J+2)~/J(J+ 1)
+ 2J + 1 ?,bJ,2J_L,S. (B5)

The eigenvalue equation for the Hamiltonian (32), with the expressions for the functions f and V for quarkonia
given in Sec. IV, and the quark energy (33), becomes the ordinary differential equation (34), with the coefficients A,
B, O, D and E given by

A~ = -

B — 4K~ 16K~ [2J(J+1)(1+ôJ,L)+6J,L1JL — 9m2 [ (2J + 1)(J + L + 1) j’

16K~ ~ v’J(J+i) B
CJL— 9m2 (1 J,L) (2J+1) ( 6)

1 104K3
D=—+

m 3m
2K3

EJLS = ~—j [2S — 30 — L(L + 1) + 3J(J + 1)]

16K~ f J(J + 1) [2L(L + 1)(1 + 6J,L) — 6 + 76J,L] ~

9m~ ~ (2J + 1)(J + L + 1) J,L
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TABLE 1. Charmonium rnass-spectrum in units of 0eV, obtained as explained in the text. The
experimental values are from Ref. [14].

Meson JPC 5Lj Theory Experiment

* 0+ 2.978 2.979
J/çb 35i +~ D1 3.091 3.097

2(1——) 55i +~ Di 3.901 3.686
3(1——) 35~ +~ D1 4.767 4.040

Xc0 0~ 3P0 3.409 3.415
Xci 1++ 3.451 3.511
Xc2 2~ 3P2 +~ F2 3.556 3.556
?7c2 2~ 3.779
hci 1~ 3.364
~2 2~ 3.891
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TABLE II. Mass-spectrum of bottomonium in units of GeV. The experimental values are from
Ref. [14].

Meson JPC SL~ Theory Experiment
T 1~ ~S1 +~ Di 9.706 9.460

2(1——) ~ +~ D1 10.054 10.023
3(1——) ~ +~ D1 10.408 10.355

XbO 0++ 3P0 9.873 9.860
2(0~j 3P0 10.224 10.235

Xbi 1++ 9.877 9.892
2(1~j 10.226 10.255

Xb2 ~ 3P2 +~ F2 9.885 9.913
2~ 3P2 +~ F2 10.234 10.270

7Jb O is0 9.683
2~ 1D2 10.011
1+ 9.846
2 3D2 10.053

TABLE III. The function F(T, p) defined in the text, for
various matrices r.
F F(F,p)
1 cosç5(p)

70 1
75 O
7j sin~(p)~j
a isinq!(p)(~ x cr)~
E o~ + (cosç~~(j) — 1)(~ .

TABLE IV. The function G(r, p) defined in the text. The symbols s, t, c and d are a short
notation for: s sinçb(p), c cos~(p), t ~‘~p)/2 and d E ~J/p + qV’/2.

1’ G(F,p)
1 —ct2 —sd+ (1 —c)/p~

70 —t2 + (e —

75 (d—s/p2)(p~.o)
7i [cd— s(t2 + 1/p2)]~~ +i(d— s/p2)(~p x
aj —i [s(t2 + 1/p2) — cd)](~ x ~ + (d — s/p2)~j
E1 —(t2 + (1 — c)/p2)Jj — [(e — 1)(t2 + 2/p2) + sd] (~ .

TABLE V. The function H(r, p) defined in the text. The functions s, t and e have been defined
as in table IV.

F H(F,p)
1 i(1—c)(~ x o)/2p—ts~

70 i(c—1)(~x~)/2p
75 (t — s/2p)(~ . o)~ + su/2p
7i (tc — s/2p)~1~ + sujo/2p + i(t — s/2p)(~ x o)j~
a i(tc — s/2p)(~ x o)j~ + so~cr/2p + (t —

E (c — 1)o~/2p — (ts + (e — 1)/p)(~ )fS~p~ + (e — 1)(~ o)o~jo/2p


